Two aspects of power flow associated with electromagnetic waves in planestratified, dispersive, anisotropic media that are also lossless and linear are considered. One aspect is the relation between group velocity and the velocity of energy transport of surface waves in such media. It is shown that the group velocity of surface waves is equal to the ratio of the real part of the complex Poynting vector, integrated over the coordinate of stratification, to the corresponding imegral of the stored energy density. Th3 second aspect is the relation between the dyadic surface impedance representing either a slab cf plane-stratified medium above a perfectly conducting plane or a semiinfinite region, the latter foi-the case of evanescent fields, and the pcwer flow in the respective structures. The significance of the surface impedance and power relations for su/face waves is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper two aspects of the power flow associated with electromagnetic waves in plane-stratified, anisotropic, dispersive media and their application to surface wave propagation are considered. The first aspect is that of the relation between the gro^p velocity and the velocity of energy transport of surface waves; the second is the relation between a dyadic surface impedance and the power flow and stored energy in the structure it represents.
It is well known that monochromatic plane electromagnetic waves in a homogeneous, dispersive, anisotropic medium that is also lossless and linear, e. g. , the ionosphere for small-signal propagation, carry power in the direction of the normal to the plane wave dispersion surface. Specifically-the velocity of energy transport of plane waves in such a medium is equal to the group veiucity, that is, the gradient in the wave number space of the frequency. ' This relation between the gvoup velocity and the velocity of energy transport finds an important application in the ray interpretation of the far fields radiated by sources in the presence of homogeneous anisotropic media.
It is shown here that an analogous relation involving the group velocity holds for the case of surface waves in plane-stratified, dispersive, anisotropic media that are also lossless and linear, in that the group velocity of surface waver that can propagate in such a medium may be interpreted as the surface wa\ e energy transport velocity. For such surface waves, the direction as well as the magnitude of the r-?ai part js of the complex Poynting vector is, in general, a function of z, the coordinate in the direction of stratification. (An example of this dependence is described in Reference (4)). Therefore, s divided by the energy density cannot be identically c-qual to the surface wave group velocity; which is a vector independent of z. It will be shown, however, that the group velocity of the surface wave is identical to the velocity of energy transport of the surface wave taken as a whole, i. e. , the gradient in the transverse wave riumber plane of the frequency is equal to the integral ovi.r 7, of s divided by tho corresponding integral over z of the stored energy density. In a marner analogous to that for plane waves in anisotropic, homogeneous media, the relation between group velocity and. energy transport velocity for surface waves should prove useful in formulating a ray interpretation for the surface wave fields excited by a source.
The proof of the relation between the j^roup velocity and the en«?igy transport velocity is furnished for two configurations. In the first section o' this paper, the case considered is that of a plane-stratified mediurri filling all space, while the second sec, .on contains the proof for the case of a plane-stratified medium fillini; the half-space above a perfectly conduct ng plane at z-0.
In the third section of this paper, the relation between the dyadic surface impedance at z -d P which represents a plane-stratified, lossless, anisotropic medium filling the region 0 < z < d and bounded at z = 0 by a perfectly conducting plane, and the power flow and stored energy in this region is considered. With the help of the developments of the first section, it is shown thai the power flow and stored energy in the region 0 < a < d are directly related to the derivatives of the surface impedance, wich respect to transverse wave numberr and frequency, and to the components of the. r. f. magnetic field transverse to z at z=d. The relation of power flow and energy to the surface reactance apply for all frequencies and real transverse wave numbers, not just th^ "e associated witli sur'ace waves. In particular, for surface waves propagating above a dyadic impedance plane, the power flow and energy relations are shown to bo significant in calculating the energy transport velocity.
The fiurth section of this paper is devoted to a discussion of the dyadic surface impedance representation nf a semi-infinite, plane-stratified, lossless, anisotropic medium for ranges of frequency and transverse wave numbers for which the fields in the medium are evanescent at infinity. Again the power flow and stored energy relation involving tho surface impe.lai.ct are obtained. The power division between the space inside a.id outside of a surface wave guiding str-icture is determined in terms of the dyadic surface impedances defined in the third and fourth ..actions of the paper.
The Appendix treats briefly the dyadic admittance representation of a medium above a perfectly conducting olane. At iho-^e values of frcquei.:.y and tran iverse wave numbers where the impedance formalism breaks down, the admittance formalism may, in general, still be used. Power flow and stored energy relations in terms of the surface admittance are given.
STRATTFIED MEDIUM FILLING ALL SPACE
A lossless, anisotropic, dispersive, plane-siratified rnediui." ?s> assumed to fill all space. It is uniform in the x and y directions and its interaction with 3 monochromatic electromagnetic field can be described in term? of the cor.stitutiva pdrameters of the medium, the dielectric tensor e and '.he permeability ten?or u . Since the medium is lossless, e and u are Hermilian, ' ' and because of the assumed uniformity in x and y, they a-e independent of these coordinates. The tensors e and u 0 re analytic fu.-.;dons of the angular frequency % and are assumed to be continuous functions of z except for a possibly denumerable number oi finite jumps. The * dependence of c and U is further assumed to be such that the medium supports surface .v?o propagating transversely to z. Such surface waves are solutions of the source-free Ma:cwell equations and have the form E(r; k t . i) I e(z; Jc , t) I H( r; k tt :v)) ( hfz; k t> «,)
"j^ti
where £ and h tend tc ".ero as |z| approaches infinity. As used th.oughout this paper p=x x + y yis the position vector transverse to z and k^xk+yk is a real _-o-*-o' r -t-ox-^oy frana^erse ".vave vector. The vector amplitudes e and h are required to be such that the * eisctric and magnetic energy densities, as well as Re(exh ), are integrable on the infinite interval -»< z < «». Because the dependence of _E and H on x and y is e'^ -t^, the electric and magnetic energy densities and Ex H are independent of o • Furthermore, since the field components transverse to z, e and h , must be continuous in z across any jump in e or (a , they must be continuous functions of z. For simplicity, e and h are assumed to be R.ms quantitieo.
In the aböence of sources, Maxwell's equations in a medium described by c and
where ihe harmonic time dependence e J ' K ' ha& bcf'n suppressed. Subs'Uuting JL and H from equation (1) into (2) results in six linear homogeneous equations in the six unknown field components, four ordinary differential equations in the variable z and two algebraic eouations. For any particular medium that ran support surface waves, these six equations will have solutions satisfying the cavity-type boundary conditions e=h-0 at |zj = «, aad possessing the integrability properties described above, only for restricted values of the parameters k and $ fhat satisfy some functional relation of the form
■vher? in general D is a regular function of k and ii. Relation (3) is the surface wave aiijpersion relat.on and determines the fusible: aurface waves that can propagate trancversfcly to a in the particular plane-stratified medium.
Let k and x be such as to satisfy the surface wave dispersion reJation (3) and consider neighociing values k + dk and i+ du;, also satisfying (3). The i'ields of that purface v/ave propagating with wave vertor k t + dk at the frequency U)+ do) are given, to first order in differential quantities, by E(r ; k t + dk t . ,+ da-) = E(r; k^. x ) + 5E(r; k t , ,)
ail-k t + dk t , , t .+ dj = H(r ; k t . x ) + 6H(r ; k t . , t )
whirr the variation 5 symbolizes the differential operation
with V^ =_x o •i^-+ y 0 -rjj-, and the partial derivatives of E and K are evaluated at -t x y (k , ;D). Since E and H are continuous functions of z for both sets of values (k , t) and (k + dk , x+ dou). it is seen from (4) that the variations 5E and 6H,. must alec be continuous functions cf z. The differential equations that jE and JH satisfy can be found by applying the variation 5 to Maxwell's equations. Recalling (5) and because € and u do not depend on k , the variation on Maxwell's equations results in
Consider now the identity
With the help of equations (2) and (6), the right-hand side of (7) can be rewritten to (jive the relation
when the assumption that e and u are Hermitian is used to write 6K ■ e ■ E as E • e • 6E and ^H ' U • H as H • u ■ 5H . The first term on the right-hand side of (8) is twice the time average electric energy density w whil^ the second is twice the 
The divergence term on the left-hand sid ; of (9) is now evaluated by expanding 6E and 6H and subsequently applying the 7 operator. With the kelp of (5) and (1) The variations on the transverse vector amplitudes, '<e and 6ä , a/e coa'.anoua functions of z since 5E . 5H , e and h are,a face that wili p.-nv : useful later.
Since e and h are independent of n , using the above relations on? has
(ii) ,vhere s{z) = Re(e x h ) is the real part of the complex Poynting vector Ex H = e x h .
It is easily seen that the term z ■ s is independent of z, i. e. , -(z • s ) = 0, since in 7 --od z -o ~ a source-free region filled with a lossless medium, the divergence of the real part of the Poynting vector is zero and r for the plane-stratified medium under discussion, j! is independent of r, so that g~ U 0 ±) -^(^0-!> r 0 -' Thv^ with ti.s aiu ..* (11), equa-
In the derivation of (12), the essential assumptions used are that the medium be lossless and that it be plane-stratified so that waves of the form gi/en in (1) satisfy the source-free Maxwell equations. The assumption that (k , t) and (k + dk , ^ + d yu)
satisfy the surface wave dispersion relation (3) serves to restrict the changes dk,. jid d;t' in k and x' to a surface in k. -x. space, so that 5e , and 5h will be continuous functions of z for all -»< z < « a nd tend to zero as | zj -» .
Since the wave vector k t + dk and the frequency -+ d • , satisfy the surface wave dispersion relatioii, to first order d.r= dk.-V. i(k ) where ,!<k.) is the solution of the dispersion relation (3) . Using this expression for dx, and after rearranging, equation (12) becomes j| -^o" (e*x 5h + "fcxh*) = dk t -(-.vT^ ;l -s) .
The term or the left of (13) does not vanish identically so that in general £ ^ w9 ^ t and hence in the surface wave case V ; cannot be interpreted as a local energy velocity.
-t In order to eliminate th j term on the left-hand side of (13) (13) is, in general, not zero, V. x again cannot be interpreted as a local surface wave energy velocity. However, upon integration of (13) 
(S -being a purely transverse vector since s^ -0) the integration of (13) 
Since dk , dk and d^ are all independent, one finds that (35) and that 
As discussed above, the terms containing aZ /ak and BZ/ak that appear in ( Thus restricting k and u iio those regions where unique, non-trivial solutions of the auxiliary problem are assumed to exist for all polarizations of h ,, the surface impedance dyadic Z a can be defined for the semi-infinite region. Since the linearity of Maxwell's equations permits the solutiors for all h , to be expressed as a euperposition of the solutions for two linearly indopendent polarizations of h ,, we again need consider only two such polarizations, e. g. , h , = x and h. =y . From the solutions of
the auxiliary problem, which will be of the form given ir (1), for these t«'0 polarizations, £ can be found mnquely from tie requirement that the relation
be satisfied ty the fields ox both solutions. By analogy to the liscusiion given hi the previous section, Z may be used as a boundary condition at z = d when solving for the fields below this plane. Also, requiring h to be continuous at z = d uniquely d-stermines the fields above this plane when th« fields below are known.
Assuming Z and the fields in the regjoa z >d io he known, equation (12) 
■f In the above relation, -z is used instead of z , as was used in (28) and (12) for the -o -o n -*dium above a perfectly conducting plane, because -;'. is the outward unit normal for the configuration being considered. The convention of using the outward unit normal in defining the impedance is based on the desire to have the impedance mafrix be positivedefinite when Joss is present in the structure. 
d
In a manner similar to that of the previous section, the term on the left-hand side of (46) can be written in terms ot 6Z if the anti-Hermitian property of Z is taken into s ~ s account. That Z is anti-Hermitian follows from the fact that 8=0 for evanescent ~s z fields in a lossless, plane-stratified medium. In terms of 6Z , (46) becomes
Since dk , dk and dm are all independent, the abo/e relation can hold only if x y . (In special c*ses, surface waves may exist when the fields in the region z >d are of the surface wave type for only one polarization of (h )
,. Such
cases are not included in the present discussion. ) The structure below the plans z = d ia assumed to be represented by the surface impedance Z that satisfies (32). Since e and h , for the surface waves are continuous functions of z, theee quantities must be the same in both (32) 
which is a homogeneous sat of two iinea? equations in the two unknown elementa of (z x h ) ,. For non-trivial solutions of (52) to'exist one requires that det(Z + Zj = 0, which gives the surface wave dispersion relation D (k , Uü) = 0. At those values of k and x which satisfy the surface wave dispersion relation, (z x hj , can be found. If the partial derivatives of Z and Z with respect to k , k and UJ are calculated, the power flow and stored energy can now be found in each region by using (36), (37), (50) and {51}.
Thus it is seen t v at the knowledge of Z and Z *or the lossless plane-stratified structures previously described is sufficient to find the surface wave dispersion relation and the division of power flow and stored energy between the two regions. Also, this procedure can be applied when the structure below the plane z-d is a semi-infinite medium whose regions in k -yu space, where the reactive surface impe ice may be defined, intersect the corresponding regions for the medium above the r^o-ne z = d.
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APPENDIX
In order to define tu-t Z which represents a plane-stratified, lossless, dispersive, anisotrcpic medium above a perfectly conducting plane, the auxiliary problem, with boundary conditions (26) 
